### LOCATION
- **Site Name**: Hikurangi
- **Map**: NZMS260/P06
- **Grid Reference**: 937288
- **Altitude**: 662 m Above Mean Sea Level

### FREQUENCY AND CLASS OF EMISSION
- **Channel**: 29
- **Nominal Vision Carrier**: 535.25 MHz
- **Class of Emission (Vision)**: 6M253CF
- **Associated Sound Carrier**: 540.75 MHz
- **Class of Emission (Sound)**: 750KF3EGN

### MAXIMUM POWER OF EMISSIONS
- **Maximum eirp of peak vision carrier**: 35 dBW eirp

### ANTENNA POLARISATION
- **Vertical**

### NOMINAL ANTENNA HEIGHT
- **61 m Above Mean Ground Level**

### RECEIVE COVERAGE LOCATIONS
- NZMS 262-2 609647, 582644, 575633, 587625, 617633.